
Corporate Traveller 15.6" Laptop Backpack - Black
CUCT02BEU

Description
The 15.6” Corporate Traveler Backpack is made for the road. Features a hidden trolley strap attaches to your rolling luggage for effortless
travel.
 
It’s easy to access your gear and gadgets with a zip-down workstation that organizes your pens and styli, business cards, and supplies. The
soft-lined front pocket keeps your small items secure, and there’s a dedicated file compartment with divider and mesh pockets for power
storage. Two water bottle holders keep your coffee or water at arm’s length.
 
Made with durable military-grade ballistic nylon and a state-of-the-art SafePort® x D3O® protection system to help prevent drop and side-
impact damage, you can rest assured your devices are protected. Its water-resistant bottom delivers stability and standability. It’s also
comfortable to carry, with a molded air mesh back panel and ergonomic shoulder straps that flex to take the brunt of the weight, instead of your
shoulders.
 
Sturdy and Secure
 
Engineered with an advanced SafePort® x D3O® protection system on the base and sides of the laptop compartment, the shock absorbing
polymer material offers our thinnest and most advanced protection against impact. D3O® materials are made using a combination of advanced
polymer chemistry and cutting-edge design. Soft and flexible, D3O® absorbs and dissipates energy during an impact, dramatically reducing the
amount of force transmitted to the laptop during a drop or fall.
 
Intuitive Organization
 
With a tablet compartment, removable accessory pouch, and two, front quick-access pockets, the Corporate Traveler Backpack is incredibly
organized so that finding your pens, phone, and more is quick and easy. File dividers organize your documents and keep them looking fresh.
Two mesh pockets on each side puts your water bottle or travel mug at arm’s length.
 
Contoured Comfort
 
The 15.6” Corporate Traveller Backpack is made for creature comfort. It has carefully designed air mesh padding over the entire pack, including
on the thick panels that contribute to air flow that help keep you cool. But where it comes into contact with you under a load is where we paid
special attention. The contoured straps are lined and padded and were made to flex and bear the brunt of your gear’s weight. Adjustable
sternum strap gives you extra support.



Features

Specifications
Colour Black
Compatibility Up to 15.6" laptops
Litre Capacity 27L - 30L
Warranty Limited Lifetime Warranty
Material Polyester
Laptop Compartment Dimensions 38.7 x 2.5 x 26.5 cm
Exterior Dimensions 35 x 21.5 x 50 cm
Weight 1.46 kg
Country of Origin China
EAN Barcode 5024442900600
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• State-of-the-art SafePort® x D3O® drop and side protection

• Expandable storage capacity from 27L to 30L

• Advanced ergonomic shoulder straps make for a comfortable carry

• Zip-down workstation plus two, front quick-access pockets organises
your gear

• Air mesh back panel and shoulder straps with a contoured design
makes it comfortable to carry

• Durable 1680D military-grade ballistic nylon is water- and wear-
resistant

• Two convenient water bottle pockets

• A removable accessory pouch provides easy access to supplies

• Lockable zipper pulls to secure your gear


